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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Large Print. 229 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In a world ravaged by wars and
lacking government authority, the future is a high-tech and dangerous world; criminals and
innocent bystanders co-mingle. Robin Luddites become crime bosses that navigate through the
corruption to restore balance against the corporations. Humans have evolved with animal
attributes in order to survive the radioactive, toxic environment. New Orleans is a Venice of water
and radioactive sludge, but the inhabitants of the drowning city survive with defiant determination.
Detective Graves is a folk hero to the people, a Robin Luddite who contracts jobs to dismantle the
corporate powers from wielding too much power over the Breeds. His latest contract has Darius
Jones secretly guarding a musician named Rose. Slowly, Darius is enchanted by her music. The
contract becomes an excuse to watch her. But something else has Darius Jones vexed; a murdered
prostitute and her john proves there is something strange about the relationship between
Deotronics and Gratia San Antonia. Although a retired Robin Luddite, Darius Jones begins
investigating the power fluctuations from these giant corporations. He assembles a team...
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Reviews
A whole new eBook with a new point of view. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am delighted to explain how this is actually the
finest book i have read through during my very own life and could be he best publication for at any time.
-- Sca r lett Str a cke
Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your daily life period will
probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Ela ina Funk
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